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“ The design process is weird and 
complicated because it involves 
people and systems, which often 
are weird and complicated. 

 

— à la Mark Boulton



Junior Designers vs. Senior Designers, https://medium.com/the-year-of-the-looking-glass/junior-designers-vs-senior-designers-fbe483d3b51e
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“ If we want to stand out — to outperform 
our competitors — we need to delight 
customers with a remarkable design and 
a unique, charming personality. Be slow 
and mindful. With an unprecedented 
attention to detail…  

 

— à la Mogens Møller
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Focus.
Big Bang 
Redesign: 
Smashing 
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Problem.



https://techcrunch.com/2018/10/18/atlassian-launches-the-new-jira-software-cloud/













































Summary  
 
 

— embedding a story can boost engagement 
— we can make users think to capture attention 
— usability + accessibility first, friction later 
— pick a boring element, make it interesting 
— build concepts without circles and rectangles 
— seek pain points — focus on tackling them first 
— no design is bad or good; the context decides it.
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Accordion Design Checklist

1. How do you design a category’s title? 
2. What icon do you choose to indicate expansion? 
3. How do you indicate collapse/expanded states? 
4. Where exactly do you place the icon? 
5. Should all section be collapsed or open by default? 
6. What happens if a user clicks on the category? 
7. What happens if a user clicks on empty space? 
8. Should expanded section collapse automatically? 
9. What if there isn’t enough space to display all items? 
10. Should accordion contain a link to category’s main page? 
11. Should the user be scrolled to top with expanded accordion? 
12. Do you include the “expand all / collapse all” functionality? 
13. Do we keep the state of an accordion on reload?















• All options with icons placed on the right 
resulted in slower task completion.

• With icon placed on the right, users tend 
to click on the icon — not on the text,

http://viget.com/inspire/testing-accordion-menu-designs-iconography
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Summary  
 
 

— use chevron or plus to indicate expansion  
— icon maps well with the direction of expansion 
— chevron changes direction (top/down) 
— plus changes to close/minus 
— place the icon left-aligned or right-aligned 
— entire bar should act as expansion  
— thumb should be large enough for tapping 
— category’s main page is listed in a dropdown  
— expanded state could collapse automatically
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(Illustration: Jacky Gilbertson)













































































Anna Potanina’s talk at Google Conversions, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPH01OGrinQ



https://twitter.com/lukew/status/1059889149745000449
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Carousel Design Checklist

1. Can we display slides instead of a carousel? 
2. How do we indicate current slide? 
3. Do we display a slice of upcoming slides? 
4. How do we indicate how many slides we have? 
5. What happens when user hovers over a slide? 
6. What happens when user hovers over the progress indicators? 
7. Do we support tap and swipe gestures on mobile? 
8. How many items do we display on mobile vs. desktop? 
9. Do we use auto-rotation, and how fast will it be? 
10. How do we choose the sequence of slides? 
11. How large will the carousel be on mobile vs. desktop?



Summary  
 
 

— choose the sequence of slides carefully,  
— most important slides always come first,  
— slides shouldn’t rotate too quickly (5–7s), 
— auto-rotation should pause on hover,  
— auto-rotation should stop on user interaction,  
— try to avoid auto-rotation on mobile, 
— always support swipe gestures on mobile, 
— always show a slice of the following slide, 
— auto-detect contrast for arrows/thumbnails,  
— provide information scent for available slides,  
— works best as image gallery and on product pages.
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• The longer the page, the faster users tend to 
scroll to hit the footer of the view.

• About 74% of the time is spent in top 
two “screenfuls” of the view,





• People spent disproportionately more time 
viewing the top 20% of a page.

• On SERP, the first two screenfuls get 74% 
of the total viewing time. 





• Even above the fold, attention was focused 
toward the top of the page — esp. SERPs.

• People scroll more, but still not a lot — they 
rarely go beyond the third screenful. 















Anna Potanina’s talk at Google Conversions, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPH01OGrinQ
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Summary  
 
 

— users often scroll to access the scope  
— never hide important actions  
— define priorities for navigation items  
— thumbs drive interactions 
— people scroll as long as they need content 
— premium area is between “scrollfuls” 
— carousels can work, but beware remote slices  
— simplify complex input with shapes 
— accordions always work well
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Configurator Design Checklist

1. Are we designing for inspiration or customization, or both? 
2. What’s the entry point to the configurator? 
3. How many pre-made presets, and how to define them? 
4. Do we provide recommendations/labels with presets? 
5. Do we ask for custom preferences/use filters to guide users? 
6. Is the product always visible, on mobile/desktop? 
7. Do we always display current price? 
8. Do we use a 3D view, and is it accessible?  
9. Are we using drag’n’drop functionality? 
10. How do we design navigation, with pins or Prev/Next pattern?  
11. Do we need to integrate search/filtering?



Configurator Design Checklist

12. Is it possible to jump from the current step to a previous one? 
13. How do we highlight current step? 
14. How do we highlight already finished steps? 
15. Is it clear how to undo a change/feature? 
16. How do we design adding/removing a choice (color, icon, overlay)?  
17. Next step is never empty, and contains a smart default value? 
18. Should the user automatically move to the next step when finished? 
19. For every step, do we display impact of a selected feature on price? 
20. For every step, do we explain and highlight dependencies? 
21. For every step, is the summary of all changes always accessible? 
22. For every step, do we need to group some options to limit scope?



Configurator Design Checklist

23. Do we provide context-sensitive inspiration to ease a choice? 
24. Do we have recommendations to nudge a user towards a choice? 
25. Do we integrate a feature comparison table at some steps? 
26. Do we display dependencies, some options are mutually exclusive?  
27. Is visual feedback for the product preview instant on 3G? 
28. Do we have a “fullscreen view” for the product rendering? 
29. Do we store choices automatically? What happens on page refresh? 
30. Is it possible to save/label a current snapshot of the configuration?
31. For every step, do we explain and highlight dependencies? 
32. Are we lazy-loading assets (and options!) for performance? 
33. Do we provide extras, e.g. financing, lease, reservation, sharing? 
34. Do we integrate a chat bot or conversational UI?



Summary  
 
 

— carefully consider presets and baselines 
— design for short interactions (30s or less)  
— allow users to prev/next jump between steps 
— provide large jumps in navigation  
— preload assets to provide instant feedback 
— floating pins often help increase engagement  
— prioritize visual above everything else.
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Summary  
 
 

— input is never precise 
— consider a “normalized” presentation of data 
— smart input for maps for forgiving input 
— complement zooming with autosuggest  
— multi-combobox for quicker selection 
— tooltips to be placed above the pins 
— pins large enough for comfortable tapping 
— allows users to switch between views 
— load maps/lightboxes conditionally 
— timelines can be neither horizontal nor vertical
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Meow!  
@smashingmag


